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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Pinchin West Ltd. (“PWL”) was retained by Mr. Mike Hammerlindl of Prestigious Properties 

Canada Ltd. (“Client”) to conduct a Baseline Property Condition Assessment (“BPCA”), subject 

to the limitations outlined in Section 6.0 of the report.  As discussed with the Client this service 

did not include any specialist review of items such as mechanical/electrical systems, structural 

components, etc.  The municipal addresses for the property are 18175 – 96 Avenue, 

9520 - 181 Street, 9505 – 182 Street and 18104 – 95 Avenue, Edmonton, Alberta (the “Site”).  

Mr. Najad al-Naeb of Pinchin West Ltd. (“PWL”), a member of the Pinchin West Ltd. Group of 

Companies, conducted a visual assessment of the Site on September 22, 2014 at which time 

PWL interviewed and was accompanied by Ms. Lyn Dudra, Resident Manager, and 

Keith McMullen, President of Fireside Property Group Ltd., representing the Client (hereafter 

collectively referred to as the “Site Representative”).   

PWL was advised by the Client that the purpose of the BPCA was to assess visible deficiencies 

in relation to the financing of the Site. 

The Site is an irregular-shaped property, approximately 3.28 acres in area.  The Site is occupied 

by four three-storey residential apartment buildings which includes a total of 120 units (Site 

Buildings A – D) collectively referred to as the Site Buildings.  The Site Buildings were 

reportedly constructed in approximately 1978 with a combined footprint area of approximately 

28,977 Square Feet (“ft2”) and a combined total building area of approximately 86,931 ft2. 

The substructures of the Site Buildings consist of a cast-in-place concrete slab-below-grade 

(i.e., 4 feet below grade based on varying slope of Site) and concrete foundation walls.  The 

superstructures of the Site Buildings consist of wood frame support structures (i.e., floor joists, 

beams, studs, columns, trusses and plywood) supporting a plywood roof decks.     

The exterior walls of the Site Buildings are clad primarily with painted stucco and wood siding.  

Areas of exposed concrete walls of ground floors are faced with painted concrete parging. 

Asphalt surfaced parking areas located between the Site Buildings with parking provisions for 

approximately 119 vehicles.  

The Site Building appears to be in satisfactory condition, commensurate with its age and in 

comparable standing with other similar residential properties in the area.  Based on our visual 

assessment the Site Building appears to have been constructed in general accordance with 

standard building practices in place at the time of construction.  The assessment did not reveal 

any visual evidence of major structural failures, soil erosion or differential settlement. 

No immediate costs were identified.  Repair requirements (under replacement reserves) over 

the term of the analysis (i.e., 10 years) of $157,000.00 were noted.  As noted during the Site 

assessment, deficiencies were identified relating to the roof systems, wall systems, Site features 

and mechanical systems/electrical systems which require correction to re-establish a 

satisfactory level of performance.  Of particular note, the following items should be addressed 

during the term of the analysis for the Site Building: 
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 Undertake a professional roof inspection at the beginning of the term of  the analysis; 

 Repairs to the roof systems; 

 Repairs to the wall systems; 

 Repair the Site features throughout the term of the analysis;  

 Replacement of the heating boilers in the early portion of the term of the analysis;  

 Replacement of four DHW heaters within the term of the analysis; and 

 Repairs to the electrical systems; 

The detailed breakdown of all costs for the Site can be found in Appendix I. 

This Executive Summary is subject to the same standard limitations as contained in the report 

and must be read in conjunction with the entire report. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Pinchin West Ltd. (“PWL”) was retained by Mr. Mike Hammerlindl of Prestigious Properties 

Canada Ltd. (“Client”) to conduct a Baseline Property Condition Assessment (“BPCA”), subject 

to the limitations outlined in Section 6.0 of the report.  As discussed with the Client this service 

did not include any specialist review of items such as mechanical/electrical systems, structural 

components, etc.  The municipal addresses for the property are 18175 – 96 Avenue, 

9520 - 181 Street, 9505 – 182 Street and 18104 – 95 Avenue, Edmonton, Alberta (the “Site”).  

Mr. Najad al-Naeb of Pinchin West Ltd. (“PWL”), a member of the Pinchin West Ltd. Group of 

Companies, conducted a visual assessment of the Site on September 22, 2014 at which time 

PWL interviewed and was accompanied by Ms. Lyn Dudra, Resident Manager, and 

Keith McMullen, President of Fireside Property Group Ltd., representing the Client (hereafter 

collectively referred to as the “Site Representative”).   

PWL was advised by the Client that the purpose of the BPCA was to assess visible deficiencies 

in relation to the financing of the Site. 

The results of the BPCA are presented in the following report. 

2.0 SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY 

The scope of the BPCA included a visual examination (without any intrusive testing or 

demolition of finishes to observe hidden areas) of the following: 

 the building envelope, comprised of the exterior walls, windows, exterior doors and roof 

systems; 

 the patio systems; 

 the structural elements (i.e., columns, slabs, joists, studs, walls and beams, etc.); 

 the interior finishes of the common areas and a selection of the individual units; 

 the Site features; 

 the mechanical systems (i.e., boiler unit, domestic hot water, etc.); and 

 the electrical systems. 

The object of the BPCA included the following: 

 a visual examination of the property in order to assess the current condition of the major 

elements; 

 review of general documentation on the repair/maintenance history of the elements, if 

available; 

 cursory review of previous reports pertaining to the Site Buildings, if made available by 

the Site Representative; 

 interviews and discussions with on-Site personnel regarding the repair/maintenance 

conducted on the Site Buildings; 

 documentation of observed existing deficiencies observed within the various elements; 
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 photographic documentation of various components and observed deficiencies; and 

 compilation of PWL’s findings in a formal written report including observed deficiencies, 

together with a list of recommendations for repair/replacement with associated estimated 

costs for both short and long term. 

The report provides: 

 a basic description of each of the various major components of the Site Buildings; 

 a list of deficiencies noted with respect to the components examined; and 

 recommendations and cost estimates for the corrections recommended. 

Cost estimates provided in this report are preliminary Class “D” and provided only as an 

indication of the order of magnitude of the recommended remedial work.  More precise cost 

estimates would require more detailed investigation to define the scope of work.  The estimates 

assume the work is performed at one time and do not include costs for potential de-mobilization 

and re-mobilization if repairs/replacement are spread out over the term of analysis. 

All costs are identified in 2014 Canadian Dollars, and do not include consulting fees or 

applicable taxes.  (For consulting fees, PWL typically recommends a budget allowance of 10% 

to 15% of the costs identified). 

All cost estimates assume that regular annual maintenance and repairs will be performed to all 

building elements at the facility.  No cost allowance is carried for this regular maintenance. 

The cost estimates provided in this report are based on costs of past repairs at similar buildings, 

recent costing data such as “RS Means Repair and Remodelling Cost Data – 

Commercial/Residential” and “Hanscomb’s Yardsticks for Costing”, or PWL’s professional 

judgment. 

Unless otherwise stated, the replacement costs identified for an element reflects the cost to 

remove and replace the existing element with the same type of element. 
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3.0 OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS 

3.1 General Background 

 

General view of the south elevation of Site 
Building A. 

  

 

General view of the east elevation of Site 
Building A. 

  

 

General view of the north elevation of Site 
Building A. 
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General view of the west elevation of Site 
Building A. 

  

 

General view of the south elevation of Site 
Building B. 

  

 

General view of the east elevation of Site 
Building B. 
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General view of the north elevation of Site 
Building B. 

  

 

General view of the west elevation of Site 
Building B. 

  

 

General view of the south elevation of Site 
Building C. 
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General view of the east elevation of Site 
Building C. 

  

 

General view of the north elevation of Site 
Building C. 

  

 

General view of the west elevation of Site 
Building C. 
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General view of the south elevation of Site 
Building D. 

  

 

General view of the east elevation of Site 
Building D. 

  

 

General view of the north elevation of Site 
Building D. 
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General view of the west elevation of Site 
Building D. 

  

 

Aerial view of the Site (Google maps 2014). 

 

Table 3.1 - SITE INFORMATION 

Site Occupant/Name Windsor Estates 

Site Addresses 18175 – 96 Avenue, 9520 – 181 Street, 9505 – 182 Street, 18104 – 95 Avenue, 
Edmonton, Alberta 

Existing Land Use Type Residential Primary On-Site Activity Apartment Building 

Multi-Tenant/Single Occupant Multi-tenant Number of Units 120 

Date First Developed Unknown Site Area ~ 3.28 acres 

Number of Buildings Four Building Footprint Area(s) ~ 28,977 ft
2 

Number of Stories Three Total Building Area(s) ~ 86,931 ft
2  

Date Building(s) Constructed ~ 1978 Area of Tenant Spaces Varies 

Date Building(s) Renovated Ongoing 
Basement and/or U/G 
Parking 

First level ~ 4 feet below 
grade.  Varies with slope 
of site. 

Type of Roof System(s) 

Built-Up asphalt Roof 
systems (BUR) 

Sloped roof systems with 
asphalt shingles 

Number of Levels U/G N/A 
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Table 3.1 - SITE INFORMATION 

Site Occupant/Name Windsor Estates 

Site Addresses 18175 – 96 Avenue, 9520 – 181 Street, 9505 – 182 Street, 18104 – 95 Avenue, 
Edmonton, Alberta 

Type of Wall Cladding 

Stucco  

Painted wood siding 

Painted parging on 
areas of exposed 
concrete foundation 
walls 

Area of Roof System(s) ~ 28,977 ft
2
 

Type of Doors 

Single Glazed (“SG”) 
units set into aluminum 
frames at entrance 
lobbies 

Metal frame with metal 
swing doors at exits 

Types of Windows 

Operable (i.e., sliding and 
awning) Insulated Glass 
(IG) units with SG storm 
panels set within 
aluminum frames in 
punched configurations 

Fixed IG sidelites beside 
lobby entry doors 

Grade Parking Area 
Asphalt surfaced  

~ 119 parking spaces 
Electrical Source EPCOR 

Surface Type 

Asphalt pavement,  
concrete walkways and 
surfaces with soft 
landscaping 

Type of Heating/Cooling 
Hydronic radiators 
powered by natural gas-
fired boilers 

3.2 Roof Systems 

The roof systems atop the Site Buildings consists primarily of low-slope Built-Up asphalt Roof 

(BUR) systems atop wood roof decks, and sloped asphalt shingles installed over the entrances 

to the Site Buildings.  Access to the low-slope roofs was not provided as none of the Site 

Buildings featured roof access hatches.  As such, existing condition of the BUR systems could 

not be visually assessed.  The shingles on the sloped roofs at building entrances were observed 

to be in serviceable condition.  The total area of the four roof systems atop the four Site 

Buildings is approximately 28,977 square feet (ft2).  

Drainage of the roof systems is primarily via internal roof drains which presumably discharge 

into the municipal storm sewer system.  Drainage from the shingled sloped roofs is via eaves 

troughs and rainwater leaders to discharge at ground level. 

Penetrations through the roof systems include plumbing stacks, exhaust vents and internal roof 

drains.   

The BUR roof systems atop the Site Buildings were reportedly replaced in 2002 (i.e. 

approximately 12 years ago).  The age of the shingles atop the sloped roof assemblies is 

unknown.  There were no active leaks within the roof systems reported to PWL or observed at 

the time of the Site visit.  However, staining presumably from a roof leak was observed by PWL 

on the ceiling of unit 306 in Site Building B. 
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Table 3.2 outlines the findings of the inspection of the roof systems. 

Table 3.2 – Roof Systems 

Findings Remarks/Recommendations 

Major Deficiencies/Deterioration 

 None observed/reported. 

 

 None required. 

Minor Deficiencies/Deterioration  

 Water staining was observed on the ceiling of Unit 
306 in Site Building B. 

 

 Source the cause of the water staining and 
undertake localized repairs. 

 

 

General view of the BUR roof system atop 
Site Building B, typical to all four Site 
Buildings. 

  

 

General view of a sloped roof assembly with 
asphalt shingles at a typical entrance to a 
Site Building. 
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Water staining was observed on the ceiling of 
Unit 306 in Site Building B. 

It has been PWL’s experience that the Projected Useful Life (“PUL”) of a BUR roof system 

typically ranges between 20 to 25 years, and the PUL of an asphalt shingled roof system 

typically ranges between 15 to 25 years depending on the quality of building materials used, the 

quality of workmanship during installation and the level to which the roof system has been 

maintained. 

PWL recommends that a roofing professional review all of the roof systems of the Site Buildings 

to assess their current condition and evaluate their age to better ascertain the PUL of the roof 

systems.  Although it was reported to PWL that presently no roof maintenance contract exists 

for the Site Buildings, PWL recommends that regular inspections and maintenance be 

performed on the roof systems.     

3.3 Wall Systems 

The exterior walls of the Site Buildings are clad primarily with painted stucco and wood siding. 

Areas of exposed concrete walls are faced with painted concrete parging. 

The window systems of the Site Buildings consist of operable (sliding and awning) Single 

Glazed (“SG”) units with SG storm units set into aluminum frames and fixed Insulated Glass 

(“IG”) units set into aluminum frames in punched configurations.  

The main entrance doors of the Site Buildings consist of SG units set in aluminum doors within 

aluminum frames complete with IG sidelites.  

Sliding glass patio doors consist of IG units and sidelites within aluminum frames.  Interior entry 

doors to units consist of wood doors within metal frames.  Doors to mechanical/electrical rooms 

consist of metal doors in metal frames. 
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Table 3.3 outlines the findings of the inspection of the wall systems. 

Table 3.3 – Wall Systems 

Findings Remarks/Recommendations 

Major Deficiencies/Deterioration 

 None observed/reported. 

 

 None required. 

Minor Deficiencies/Deterioration  

 Gaps were observed between wood siding 
boards. 

 

 Undertake localized repairs. 

 Wood deterioration was observed at a wood 
siding board location at the entrance to Site 
Building C. 

 Undertake localized repairs. 

 Stucco was observed to be deteriorated, 
exposing corroded wire mesh, below a lobby 
entrance door. 

 Undertake localized repairs. 

 

 

General view of the typical wall systems of 
the Site Buildings. 

  

 

General view of the window systems of the 
Site Buildings. 
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General view of a typical main entrance door 
of the Site Buildings.  

  

 

General view of a typical IG sliding glass door 
of the Site Buildings. 

  

 

Gaps were observed between wood siding 
boards.  
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Wood deterioration was observed at this 
wood siding board location at the entrance to 
Site Building C. 

  

 

Stucco was observed to be deteriorated, 
exposing corroded wire mesh, below this 
lobby entrance door.  

The wall, window and door systems of the Site Buildings were generally observed to be in 

serviceable condition.       

Assuming the above referenced minor deficiencies are addressed and regular maintenance is 

performed, the wall, window and door systems of the Site Buildings should perform in a 

satisfactory manner throughout the term of the analysis.  PWL has not included allowances for 

correction of the above noted deficiencies as they can be addressed below the threshold of 

reporting.   

Typical buildings of this age may contain PCBs in mastics, caulking and window putties.  

Testing for the presence of PCBs in these materials is beyond the scope of this BPCA report.  

The potential presence of PCBs in these materials could give rise to additional costs in future if 

extensive renovation requiring removals of these materials or demolition activities are 

undertaken at the Site.  The extent of such potential issues could not be assessed as part of this 

BPCA report. 

It is noted that stucco is prone to micro cracking which may lead to water infiltration within the 

wall envelope over time.  PWL recommends that a regular inspection program be implemented 
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to monitor the condition of the stucco and wood siding, and repair any observed deficiencies in 

a timely manner.   

3.4 Structural Elements 

As outlined in the scope of work, a visual assessment of the condition of the structural elements 

was carried out on the elements which were visible at the time of the inspection.  

The substructures of the Site Buildings consist of a cast-in-place concrete slab-below-grade 

(i.e., 4 feet below grade based on varying slope of Site) and concrete foundation walls.  The 

superstructures of the Site Buildings consist of wood frame support structures (i.e., floor joists, 

beams, studs, columns, trusses and plywood) supporting a plywood roof decks.     

No structural drawings were available to PWL for review. 

Table 3.4 outlines the findings of the inspection of the structural elements. 

Table 3.4 – Structural Elements 

Findings Remarks/Recommendations 

Major Deficiencies/Deterioration 

 None observed/reported. 

 

 None required. 

Minor Deficiencies/Deterioration 

 None observed/reported. 

 

 None required. 

Assessment of the original or existing building design, compliance with prior or current Building 

Code or detection or comment upon concealed structural deficiencies are outside the scope of 

work.  Accordingly, the findings are limited to the extent that the assessment has been made 

based on a walk-through visual inspection of accessible areas of the structure. 

PWL’s visual review of the structural elements and information provided by the Site 

Representatives indicated that no major deterioration existed within the visibly accessible 

components of the Site Buildings.   

3.5 Interior Finishes 

As outlined in the scope of work, the interior finishes of the Site Buildings were reviewed during 

the Site assessment.  In Site Building B interior finishes of units 105, 203 and 306 were 

reviewed during the Site visit.  In Site Building D interior finishes of units 106, 110, 202, 204, 

205 and 308 were reviewed. 

The typical floor finishes within the common corridors, stairwells and entrance lobbies consist of 

carpeting.  Floor finishes within the residential units consist of carpeting, hardwood laminate 

flooring and vinyl sheet flooring.  Unfinished concrete floor surfaces and lino floor tiles were 

noted within mechanical/electrical and laundry rooms respectively.   

The wall finishes within the rental units and laundry rooms of the Site Buildings consist primarily 

of painted gypsum board. In mechanical/electrical rooms the walls were unpainted gypsum 

board.  The ceiling finishes within the rental units and laundry rooms of the Site Buildings 
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consist primarily of texture finished gypsum board throughout, except in kitchens and bathrooms 

where it is smooth finish.   

Table 3.5 outlines the findings of the inspection of the interior finishes. 

Table 3.5 – Interior Finishes 

Findings Remarks/Recommendations 

Major Deficiencies/Deterioration 

 None observed/reported. 

 

 None required. 

Minor Deficiencies/Deterioration 

 Deterioration was observed within the carpet 
adjacent the entrance into the laundry room in Site 
Building B. 

 

 Undertake localized repairs. 

 Broken and delaminated vinyl floor tiles were 
observed in the laundry room of Site Building B. 

 Undertake localized repairs. 

 Delaminated sheet vinyl flooring was observed 
within the kitchen of unit 204 in Site Building D. 

 Undertake localized repairs. 

 Water damaged walls were observed in the laundry 
room in Site Building D. 

 Undertake localized repairs. 

 Water staining was observed on the ceiling of Unit 
106 in Site Building D. 

 Source the cause of water staining and undertake 
localized repairs. 

 Water staining was observed on the ceiling of Unit 
306 in Site Building B. 

 Source the cause of the water staining and 
undertake localized repairs. 

 

 

General view of typical interior finish 
components within the Site Buildings. 
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General view of typical interior finish 
components within the Site Buildings. 

  

 

View of a typical bathroom in a unit within the 
Site Buildings. 

  

 

General view of typical interior finish 
components within a stairwell of the Site 
Buildings. 
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View of typical interior finishes within a 
laundry room of the Site Buildings. 

  

 

Deterioration was observed within the carpet 
adjacent the entrance into the laundry room 
in Site Building B. 

  

 

Broken and delaminated vinyl floor tiles were 
observed in the laundry room of Site Building 
B. 
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Delaminated sheet vinyl flooring was 
observed within the kitchen of unit 204 in Site 
Building D. 

  

 

Deteriorated paint was observed in the 
laundry room in Site Building D. 

  

 

Water staining was observed on the ceiling of 
Unit 106 in Site Building D. 
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Water staining was observed on the ceiling of 
Unit 306 in Site Building B. 

  

 

Water staining was observed on the ceiling of 
Unit 306 in Site Building B. 

Generally, the interior finishes within the Site Buildings were observed to be in satisfactory 

condition, with some isolated areas requiring repair.  

Cyclical replacement of interior finishes (i.e., common areas and in rental units) and appliances 

are included as part of the annual operating budget and are completed as part of regular in-suite 

tenant fit-ups when apartments are turned over.  As such, no costs for the repairs to the interior 

finishes have been included in the capital expenditure table.  PWL recommends that 

deficiencies relating to the interior finishes of the common elements be addressed as part of 

ongoing regular maintenance during the term of the analysis which can be addressed below the 

threshold of reporting. 

3.6 Site Features 

The Site is an irregular-shaped property, approximately 3.28 acres in area.  The Site is occupied 

by 4 three-storey residential apartment buildings which includes a total of 120 units (Site 

Buildings A – D) collectively referred to as the Site Buildings.  The Site Buildings were 

reportedly constructed in approximately 1978 with a combined footprint area of approximately 

28,977 Square Feet (“ft2”) and a combined total building area of approximately 86,931 ft2. 
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Drainage of the Site pavements and landscaping is provided by surface runoff to catch basins 

located throughout the surface parking area.  No drainage issues were reported by the Site 

Representative.  Exterior electrical outlets on metal posts were noted to serve the parking 

spaces for vehicle block heaters.   

Access to the asphalt surfaced parking area of the Site is provided by two entrances; one off 

182 Street NW to the west, and one off 181 Street NW to the east.  Since the inspection was 

limited to visible areas no examination of any potential catch basins or underground 

components was performed and no review of the initial compliance with code was performed.  

The inspection of underground or concealed components is outside the scope of work.   

Table 3.6 outlines the findings of the inspection of the Site features. 

Table 3.6 – Site Features 

Findings Remarks/Recommendations 

Major Deficiencies/Deterioration 

 None observed/reported. 

 

 None required. 

Minor Deficiencies/Deterioration 

 Deterioration of the asphalt was noted in the vehicle 
parking area of Site. 

 

 Undertake localized repairs. 

 Cracking was noted in the asphalt in vehicle parking 
area of the Site. 

 Undertake localized repairs. 

 Cracking was noted in the asphalt in vehicle parking 
area of the Site. 

 Undertake localized repairs. 

 A patio door was noted to exit onto a wood frame 
structure at Site Building B.  

 Further investigation is recommended to either 
repair or remove this isolated patio structure. 

 Localized settlement was noted in a concrete 
sidewalk to curb interface bordering asphalt 
pavement. 

 Undertake localized repairs. 

 

 

General view of asphalt paved parking area 
adjacent to the Site Buildings. 
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General view of asphalt paved parking area 
adjacent to the Site Buildings. 

  

 

General view of a typical concrete sidewalk 
leading to the entrance of a Site Building. 

  

 

General view of the soft landscaping adjacent 
the Site Buildings. 
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General view of an electrical outlet for a 
vehicle block heater within the parking area 
of the Site. 

  

 

A patio door was noted to exit onto a wood 
frame structure at Site Building B.  
 
Note that this appeared to be a temporary or 
unfinished structure. 

  

 

Deterioration of the asphalt was noted in the 
vehicle parking area of Site. 
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Deterioration of the asphalt was noted in the 
vehicle parking area of Site. 

  

 

Cracking was noted in the asphalt in vehicle 
parking area of the Site. 

  

 

Cracking was noted in some concrete 
sidewalks throughout the Site. 
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Localized settlement was noted in a concrete 
sidewalk to curb interface bordering asphalt 
pavement. 

Generally, the Site features were noted to be in serviceable condition, which some localized 

areas of material deterioration observed throughout.   

Assuming that the above deficiencies are addressed and regular annual maintenance is 

performed on the Site features, the Site features should perform satisfactorily throughout the 

term of the analysis.  Assessment of or comment upon concealed deficiencies and any 

buried/concealed utilities or components are outside the scope of work. 

3.7 Mechanical Systems 

Major Service Providers 

The following providers serve the subject property: 

Water - City of Edmonton 
Electric - EPCOR 
Sewer - City of Edmonton 
Natural Gas - ATCO 
Police - Edmonton Police Service  
Fire - Edmonton Fire Rescue 

3.7.1 Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) 

Heating within the residential units, common corridors and stairwells of the Site Buildings is 

provided by perimeter hydronic radiators that are supplied with hot water by four “Allied 

Engineering Company – Super Hot” natural gas-fired boiler units.  Based on data plates, two 

boiler units possess an input heating capacity of 840,000 British Thermal Units per Hour 

(“BTUH”) each and two units are rated at 1,080,000 BTUH each.  They are estimated to be 

original to the date of construction in 1978 (i.e., approximately 36 years old).  Maintenance of 

the boiler units is reportedly completed by a licensed contractor on an as needed basis. 

Domestic Hot Water (“DHW”) within the Site Buildings is provided by natural gas-fired heater 

units of varying age and capacities.   There was no shortage of hot water reported to PWL at the 

time of the Site visit. 
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It was reported by the Site Representative that the plumbing risers for the domestic cold and hot 

water consist of copper piping.  Due to the concealed nature of the plumbing system the 

condition of the risers could not be verified.   

Laundry rooms are located in each Site Building, each containing one coin operated washer and 

dryer of varying manufacture.  The coin operated washing machines and dryers are reportedly 

leased to the Client.   

Each residential unit is equipped with two appliances (i.e., electrically-powered fridge and 

stove).  It was reported that the stoves and fridges have been replaced on an as needed basis. 

3.7.2 Fire Protection 

Sprinkler systems are not present within the Site Buildings.  Fire protection within the Site 

Buildings is provided by chemical fire extinguishers which are located within the corridors and 

the mechanical rooms.  The inspection gauges on the fire extinguishers were noted to be 

charged to sufficient levels at the locations observed.  The extinguishers are inspected annually 

by “Top Fire Safety” and were last inspected in April of 2014.   

Table 3.7 outlines the findings of the inspection of the mechanical systems. 

Table 3.7 – Mechanical Systems 

Findings Remarks/Recommendations 

Major Deficiencies/Deterioration 

 The natural gas-fired boiler units are original to 
the construction of the Site Buildings (i.e., 
approximately 36 years old) and have attained 
their Projected Useful Life (“PUL”). 

 

 PWL has carried allowances to replace the 
boiler units within the early portion of the term 
of the analysis. 

 The four DHW heaters have attained, or will 
attain their PULs within the term of the 
analysis. 

 Based on age, PWL recommends the 
replacement of four DHW heaters through the 
term of the analysis. 

Minor Deficiencies/Deterioration 

 None observed/reported. 

 

 None required 
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General view of an original typical “Super-
Hot” natural gas-fired boiler unit serving one 
of the Site Buildings. 

  

 

General view of a typical natural gas-fired 
DHW heater serving one of the Site 
Buildings. 

  

 

General view of a washing machine and 
dryer serving a typical Site Building. 
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General view of a typical fire extinguisher 
within the Site Buildings. 

In summary, the mechanical systems within the Site Buildings are currently in serviceable 

condition with the exception of the original boiler units, which have attained their PUL, and one 

DHW heater within the Site Building D which has attained its PUL, and three DHW heaters 

within the Site Buildings which will attain their PUL within the term of the analysis.  As such, 

PWL has carried allowances for the replacement of the natural gas-fired boiler units and 

replacement of the DHW heaters within the term of the analysis.  Assuming that the 

aforementioned replacements are completed and that regular ongoing maintenance is 

performed, the mechanical systems should perform in a satisfactory manner throughout the 

term of the analysis.   

Allowances have not been carried within the term of the analysis for the replacement of the 

stoves and fridges as this can be managed on an on-going basis.  Washer and dryers are 

leased units. 

The condition of the plumbing risers could not be determined due to their concealed nature; as 

such PWL recommends repairs as needed to the risers throughout the term of the analysis. 

In accordance with the proposed scope of work, no physical or destructive testing or design 

calculations will be conducted on any of the major components of the building.  Similarly the 

inspection of the interior of ductwork or associated mechanical components is not included in 

the scope of work.  Accordingly, the findings are limited to the extent that the assessment will be 

made visually from the exterior of the systems. 

3.8 Electrical Systems 

3.8.1 Electrical Power 

Electrical power within the Site Buildings is provided from pad-mounted transformers located in 

various areas at the perimeter of the Site.  The main electrical rooms for each of the Site 

Buildings are located within the lower level of the Site Buildings.  The main electrical service for 

the each of the Site Buildings ranges between 400 to 600 Amperes, 240 Volts complete with a 

“Crouse-Hinds” main disconnect switches. 
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Each of the residential units is individually metered.  There were no existing problems were 

reported to PWL relating to the electrical systems within the Site Buildings.  The visible portions 

of the electrical services appear to be in serviceable condition. 

3.8.2 Fire Alarm System and Life Safety 

Each Site Building possesses a fire alarm panel in its entry lobby.  Automatic detection within 

the Site Buildings includes heat detectors located within the common areas and electrical 

rooms.  Manual fire alarm pull stations are located at the exits.  Fire alarm strobe/annunciators 

were noted throughout the corridors of the Site Buildings.   

Battery operated smoke detectors are noted within the residential units.  Hard-wired smoke 

detectors are featured within corridors and common areas of the Site Buildings.  Emergency 

lighting is provided by wall-mounted central battery-powered units.  Illuminated exit signage was 

noted at exits and stairwells.  There are no emergency generators located within the Site 

Buildings. 

Table 3.8 outlines the findings of the inspection of the electrical systems. 

Table 3.8 – Electrical Systems 

Findings Remarks/Recommendations 

Major Deficiencies/Deterioration 

 None observed/reported. 

 

 None required. 

Minor Deficiencies/Deterioration 

 None observed/reported. 

 

 None required. 

 

 

General view of the tenant electrical meters 
within the Site Buildings. 
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General view of a typical main disconnect 
within the Site Buildings. 

  

 

General view of a typical pad-mounted 
transformer serving the Site Buildings. 

  

 

General view of a typical Mircom FX-350 fire 
alarm control panel within the entry lobbies of 
the Site Buildings. 
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General view of a typical emergency light 
within the Site Buildings. 

  

 

General view of a typical emergency lighting 
battery power source within the Site 
Buildings. 

  

 

General view of a typical fire alarm pull 
station within the Site Buildings. 
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General view of a typical emergency alarm 
strobe/annunciator within the Site Buildings. 

  

 

General view of a typical hard-wired smoke 
detector within the Site Buildings. 

  

 

General view of a typical smoke detector 
within a rental unit within the Site Buildings. 
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General view of a typical annunciator within a 
rental unit within the Site Buildings. 

Upon inspection the electrical and life safety systems were noted to be in satisfactory condition.   

Assuming that regular maintenance is performed, the electrical and life safety systems should 

perform in a satisfactory manner throughout the term of the analysis.  Regular infrared scans 

should be completed on the electrical systems.   

4.0 KNOWN VIOLATIONS OF CODE 

It was reported to PWL by the Site Representative that no outstanding violations from the 

Building Department or Fire Department existed pertaining to the Site.  Compliance with the 

National Building Code (“NBC”) and National Fire Code (“NFC”) was not reviewed as it was 

beyond the scope of this survey. 

5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based on the visual observations made by PWL during the Site assessment, conducted on 

September 22, 2014, the Site Buildings appears to be in satisfactory condition, commensurate 

with their ages and in comparable standing to other similar residential properties in the area.  

Based on our visual assessment the Site Buildings appear to have been constructed in general 

accordance with standard building practices in place at the time of construction.  The 

assessment did not reveal any evidence of major structural failures, soil erosion or differential 

settlement. 

As noted during the Site assessment, deficiencies were identified relating to the roof systems, 

wall systems, patio systems, Site features and mechanical systems/electrical systems which 

require correction to re-establish a satisfactory level of performance.  Of particular note, the 

following items should be addressed during the term of the analysis for the Site Buildings: 

 Undertake a professional roof inspection at the beginning of the term of  the analysis; 

 Repairs to the roof systems; 

 Repairs to the wall systems; 

 Repair the Site features throughout the term of the analysis;  

 Replacement of the heating boilers in the early portion of the term of the analysis;  
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 Replacement of four DHW heaters within the term of the analysis; and 

 Repairs to the electrical systems; 

It was reported to PWL that the costs associated with ongoing general maintenance of the major 

components of the Site Building are carried as part of the annual operating budget for the Site. 

Regular maintenance should be conducted on the roof systems, wall systems, structural 

elements, interior finishes, Site features, and the mechanical/electrical systems to ensure that 

the PUL of the major components is realized.  Repair costs for the aforementioned items have 

been included over the term of the analysis (i.e., 10 years) included within Appendix I.  The 

specific deficiencies identified during the BPCA and their associated recommendations for 

repair are described in the main body of the report.  These deficiencies should be corrected as 

part of routine maintenance unless otherwise stated within the report.  Costs associated with 

desired upgrades have not been carried. 

Typical buildings of this age may contain PCBs in mastics, caulking and window putties. Testing 

for the presence of PCBs in these materials could give rise to additional costs in the future if 

extensive renovation requiring removal of these materials or demolition activities is undertaken 

at the Site.  The extent of such potential issues could not be assessed as part of this BPCA 

report. 

6.0 LIMITATIONS 

In accordance with the proposed scope of work, no physical or destructive testing or design 

calculations were conducted on any of the components of the building.  Assessment of the 

original or existing building design, or detection or comment upon concealed structural 

deficiencies and any buried/concealed utilities or components are outside the scope of work.  

Similarly the assessment of any Post Tension reinforcing is not included in the scope of work.  

Determination of compliance with any Codes is beyond the scope of this Work.  The Report has 

been completed in general conformance with the ASTM Designation: E 2018 – 08 Standard 

Guide for Property Condition Assessments: Baseline Property Condition Assessment Process. 

It should be noted that PWL has attempted to identify all the deficiencies required by this 

Standard associated with this project.  PWL does not accept any liability for deficiencies that 

were not within the scope of the investigation. 

As indicated above the personnel conducting the building assessment, where applicable, have 

performed a non-specialist review of the building and all associated finishes and related 

systems including the mechanical and electrical (including fire alarm and life safety) systems, 

Site features, etc.  The personnel conducting the assessment are knowledgeable of building 

systems and construction, but not technical specialists in each of these fields.  The intent of 

PWL’s comments on these systems are for the sole purpose of identifying areas where PWL 

has observed a noteworthy condition which will lead to a likely significant expenditure during the 

term of the assignment and/or where PWL would recommend that the client consider a further, 

more detailed investigation.  The budget costs for remedial work for each specific item has been 
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provided to the best of our ability and will provide an order of magnitude cost for the individual 

item and the overall possible remedial work.  Our experience has shown that the costs that PWL 

have provided are appropriate and of reasonable accuracy for the purpose intended.  It should 

be noted that the budget cost or reserve costs for any specific item may vary significantly based 

on the fact that the schedule or phasing of the future remedial work is unknown at this time, the 

impact on building operations of this remedial work is unknown at this time and that no intrusive 

inspection or detailed design work is included in the BPCA.  If a more accurate, detailed or 

documented reserve cost is required at this time the client should request PWL to provide the 

additional proposal to provide a more accurate cost estimate. 

The assessment is based, in part, on information provided by others.  Unless specifically noted, 

PWL has assumed that this information was correct and has relied on it in developing the 

conclusions. 

It is possible that unexpected conditions may be encountered at the Site that have not been 

explored within the scope of this report.  Should such an event occur, PWL should be notified in 

order to determine if we would recommend that modifications to the conclusions are necessary 

and to provide a cost estimate to update the report. 

The inspection of the interior of ductwork or associated components was beyond the scope of 

work.  It should be noted that the heating and cooling ductwork within the Site Buildings may 

contain interior insulation.  The Site Representative was unaware of the presence of insulation 

within the ductwork within the Site Buildings.  It is PWL’s experience that interior insulation 

within ductwork is prone to deterioration or development of mould which may require removal of 

the insulation.  In the case where interior insulation is present within the ductwork, PWL 

recommends that the ductwork insulation be inspected for the presence of mould. 

Due to the concealed nature of the plumbing system the condition of the risers could not be 

verified. 

Environmental Audits or the identification of designated substances, hazardous materials, 

PCBs, insect/rodent infestation, concealed mould and indoor air quality are excluded from this 

BPCA report. 

Further to the aforementioned, determination of the presence of asbestos containing material 

within the drywall joint compound or the lead content within the older paint finishes was beyond 

the scope of work. 

This report was prepared for the exclusive use of Prestigious Properties Canada Ltd. subject to 

the conditions and limitations contained within the duly authorized workplan.  PWL will not be 

responsible for the use of this report by any third party, or reliance on of any decision to be 

made based on it without the prior written consent of PWL.  PWL accepts no responsibility for 

damages, if any, by any third party as a result of decisions or actions based on this report. 

PWL will not be responsible for any consequential or indirect damages.  PWL will only be liable 

for damages resulting from negligence of PWL.  PWL will not be liable for any losses or damage 
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if client has failed, within a period of two (2) years following the date upon which the claim is 

discovered within the meaning of the Alberta Limitations Act, 1999 (Revised in 2010), to 

commence legal proceedings against PWL to recover such losses or damage. 

This report presents an overview on issues of the building condition, reflecting PWL’s best 

judgment using information reasonably available at the time of PWL’s review and Site 

assessment.  PWL has prepared this report using information understood to be factual and 

correct and PWL is not responsible for conditions arising from information or facts that were 

concealed or not fully disclosed to PWL at the time of the Site assessment. 

7.0 CLOSURE 

PWL has prepared this report for the exclusive use of Prestigious Properties Canada Ltd. in 

evaluating the condition of the Site Buildings at the time of PWL’s Site assessment.  The PWL 

assessment was conducted in accordance with PWL’s proposed scope of work and verbal 

direction provided by the client, and generally accepted building condition assessment 

practices.  No other warranty, expressed or implied is made. 

We trust that the aforementioned report addresses your requirements.  Should you require 

clarification or information regarding this report, please contact the undersigned. 

Following your review of this submission, we shall be available to address any questions you 

may have relating to the findings and/or recommendations. 
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Yours truly, 
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APPENDIX I 

TABLE 1 – SUMMARY OF ANTICIPATED EXPENDITURES 

 



Baseline Property Condition Assessment

18104 - 95 Avenue

Edmonton, Alberta

Table 1: Summary of Anticipated Expenditures

Replacement Reserve Costs
CONFIDENTIAL

Remaining

ITEM Projected 

Useful Life 

(yrs)

Effective Age    

(yrs)      

Projected 

Useful Life 

(yrs)

Quantity        Unit Unit Cost Total Cost
Immediate 

Costs 2015

1 yr Cost

2016

2 yr Cost

2017

3 yr Cost

2018

4 yr Cost

2019

5 yr Cost

2020

6 yr Cost

2021

7 yr Cost

2022

8yr Cost

2023

9 yr Cost

2024

10 yr Cost 1 - 10  Year Total

Life Safety, Consulting and ADA

Life Safety & Code Compliance   

Follow-up Recommendations

General ADA Accessibility

Site Conditions

Utilities

Asphalt Pavement (Repairs) Varies Varies Varies 1,000 SF $6.00 $10,000.00 $6,000.00 $2,000.00 $2,000.00 $10,000.00

Concrete Walkways (Repairs)

Building Conditions

Superstructure 

Roofing (Repairs and Maintenance) (Allowance) 20 to 25 12 8-13 1 LS $16,000.00 $16,000.00 $2,500.00 $1,500.00 $1,500.00 $1,500.00 $1,500.00 $1,500.00 $1,500.00 $1,500.00 $1,500.00 $1,500.00 $16,000.00

Patio Systems (Repairs) Varies Varies Varies 1 LS $2,500.00 $2,500.00 $2,500.00 $2,500.00

Exterior Walls and Windows (Repairs) Varies Varies Varies 1 LS $2,500.00 $2,500.00 $2,500.00 $2,500.00

Building Systems

Building HVAC (Replacement of the boiler units) 20 to 25 36 - 11 4 EA $28,000.00 $112,000.00 $112,000.00 $112,000.00

Plumbing and Hot Water (Replacement of  DHW tanks) 10 to 15 5 to 17 10 to (-2) 4 EA $3,500.00 $14,000.00 $3,500.00 $3,500.00 $3,500.00 $3,500.00 $14,000.00

Building Electric 

Fire Protection & Security

Interior Finishes and Furnishings

Interior Finishes 

Furniture

Appliances

TOTALS (Uninflated) $157,000.00 $0.00 $129,000.00 $1,500.00 $5,000.00 $1,500.00 $3,500.00 $5,000.00 $1,500.00 $1,500.00 $3,500.00 $5,000.00 $157,000.00

Inflation

Inflation Factor Rate 1.00 1.025 1.050 1.075 1.075 1.100 1.100 1.125 1.125 1.150

TOTALS (Inflated) $129,000.00 $1,537.50 $5,250.00 $1,612.50 $3,762.50 $5,500.00 $1,650.00 $1,687.50 $3,937.50 $5,750.00 $159,687.50

Term of Analysis 10

Total number of units 120

$130.83

$133.07

Replacement Reserve Costs

2.5%

Average Cost per Unit per Year (Uninflated)

Average Cost per Unit per Year (Inflated)

LS - Lump Sum

SF - Square Foot

EA - Each (per unit component)

LF - Lineal Foot
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